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Bayes Compound and Empirical Bayes Estimation of 
the Mean of a Gaussian Distribution on a Hilbert Space 
SUMAN MAJUMDAR 
Michigan State University 
The problem of finding adm&sible and asymptotically optimal (in the sense of 
Robbins) compound and empirical Bayes rules i investigated, when the component 
problem is estimation of the mean of a Gaussian distribution (with a known one- 
to-one covariance C) on a real separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space H under 
weighted Squared-Error-Loss. The parameter set is restricted to be a compact sub- 
set of the Hilbert space isomorphic to H via C ~'-. We note that all Bayes compound 
estimators in our problem are admissible. Our main result is that those Bayes 
versus a mixture of i.i.d, priors on the compound parameter are a.o. if the 
mixing hyperprior has full support. The same result holds in the empirical Bayes 
formulation as well. © 1994 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We start with some notations and conventions used throughout he 
paper. Given any n-tuple x = (Xl ..... x,,), for each 1 ~< e ~< n, x~ denotes the 
~-tuple (Xl ..... x.). For probabilities P~ ..... P., X~=~ Pi denotes their 
measure theoretic product; when PI . . . . .  P., X'/= 1 P~ is denoted by P', 
For sets AI A., X"  A i denotes their Cartesian product; when ' " '" i=1  
AI . . . . .  A,,, XIY=I Ai is denoted by A". To denote the integral of a 
function f with respect to (wrt hereafter) a measure/z, we interchangeably 
use the left operator notat ion/a(f)  (or even/af) and the standard integral 
notation S fdlz with the dummy variable of integration sometimes dis- 
played. Sets are always identified with their indicator functions; consistent 
with this, probabilities and their induced expectations are also identified. 
stands for the real line. If X is a random element on a probability space 
(-,-, P), then pX-I denotes the induced distribution of X on the range 
space. 
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1.1. The Component and the Compound Problem 
The component problem is a usual decision problem, consisting of a 
parameter set O (endowed with a a-field for consideration of Bayes 
solutions), a family of probability measures {Po:OeO} on some common 
measurable space &r, an observable &r-valued random element X~Po 
under 0, an action space ~¢, a loss function L: su'x O~ [-0, ~)  and 
decision rules t, t:&r~---~.~¢' such that L(t,O) is jointly measurable in x 
and 0, with risk R(t, O)= PoL(t, 0). 
The compound problem simultaneously considers a number, say n, of 
independent decision problems, each of which is structurally identical to 
the above component problem. The compound loss is taken to be the 
average of the component losses. In the set compound version a decision 
about each component parameter is reached by using data from all the 
component problems, while in the sequence compound version only X~, 
data up to stage ct, is used in making the ctth decision. Thus for each n/> 1, 
the compound problem is also a decision problem, with parameter space 
O", family of probability measures {P0:0eO"}  on the measurable 
space &r", where P0--'X~=I Po, and 0=(01 ..... 0,,), observations X= 
(X, ..... X,,) ~ Po under 0, action space ~" ,  decision rules t mapping into 
.~" with loss 
n 
L,,(t, 0 )=n- '  ~ L(t~,O,) 
: t=l  
and corresponding risk 
R,(t, 0) = PoL,,(t, 0). (1.1) 
Let f2= {co :to is a probability on O}. For to e f2, let r(to) and r,o respec- 
tively denote the minimum Bayes risk and a Bayes rule versus to in the 
component problem (we assume existence of z,,, for every to). That is, 
r(to) = A Io R(t, O)dto(O)= Io R(z,o, O)dto(O). 
l 
If one is not using data from all the component problems to decide 
about every component parameter, then the problems being structurally 
identical, there is a heuristic justification to use the same procedure (with 
different data) in the different problems. Formally, that amounts to using 
a compound procedure t for which t~(x) = t(x~) ¥ot = 1 ..... n, where t is a 
component procedure; (x~ can be viewed as the ctth coordinate projection 
on &r";) such a compound procedure is called simple symmetric. For a 
simple symmetric ompound procedure t, the compound risk at 0 reduces 
to the Bayes risk (of t) versus G,,, the empirical distribution of (01 ..... 0,,); 
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as such it is at least r(G,,). For a compound rule t, the difference D,,(t, 0)= 
R,,(t, 0) - r (G, , )  is called the modified regret of t at 0 and a sequence (in n) 
of compound rules {t :n~> 1} is said to be asymptotically optimal (a.o.) 
[with rate ct,] if 
VD,,(t,O)=o(1)[O(ct,,)]  as n --* ~.  (1.2) 
0 
A sequence of compound rules {t : n >/1 } is said to be admissible, if for 
every n, t is admissible in the usual sense. 
1.2. Literature Review and a Summary 
The problem of exhibiting compound rules which are a.o. as well as 
admissible has been an interesting and challenging question ever since it 
was put forward by Robbins (1951) in his pioneering paper on compound 
decision theory. He considered the problem of decision between ~+'( - 1, 1 ) 
and Jv"(l, l), exhibited an a.o. compound procedure and conjectured that 
a compound rule Bayes versus the symmetric prior uniform on proportions 
might have better risk behavior, exactly or asymptotically, than his a.o. 
rule. [That it is not exactly superior to the bootstrap rule of Robbins was 
shown by Huang (1972).] 
Making use of results from Gilliland and Hannan (1974), which was 
later published in 1986, Gilliland et al. (1976) obtained asymptotically 
optimal Bayes rules with rate n-  ~/-' when the component problem is a two 
state restricted risk problem. In a recent completion of a previously 
initiated research, Majumdar et aL (1993) has obtained asymptotically 
optimal Bayes rules with rate n-~/2(ln ) ~/2 when the component problem 
is a finite state restricted risk problem. 
The first solution to the asymptotic form of Robbins' conjecture 
when the component problem involves decision among infinitely many 
probability measures has been provided by Datta (1988/1991b). [For 
further details on earlier literature see the literature review in Datta 
(1991b).] The component problem there is the Squared-Error-Loss 
estimation of an arbitrary continuous transform of the natural parameter 
restricted to [c, d] c ~ of a large subclass of one parameter exponential 
family. 
Since then, Mashayekhi (1990) proposed a class of admissible and a.o. 
procedures when the component problem is a compact restricted risk 
problem. This has been extended by Zhu (1992), who successfully exploited 
Datta's (1991a) result about consistency of posterior mixtures to obtain 
admissible and a.o. rules when the component problem involves equi (in 
actions) continuous loss functions in a multiparameter xponential family 
with parameter set restricted to a polytope inside the natural parameter set. 
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In this paper, we solve the problem with the component problem of 
weighted SEL estimation of the mean of a Gaussian distribution on a 
Hilbert space. This is the first solution involving an infinite dimensional 
parameter. 
In Section 2, we give the details of the mean-parameter family of 
Gaussian distributions on a real separable infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space H that we consider; the covariance operator C is assumed to be 
known. 
In Section 3 we introduce the component estimation problem. The 
parameter set O is a compact subset of Ho (the Hilbert space isomorphic 
to H via C j/2) and the observable random element X has a Gaussian 
distribution with mean 0 and covariance C. We consider the weighted SEL 
L(a, 0)= Ila-Ol[o, where [l[Io is the isomorphic norm on Ho. In the set 
compound formulation of the above component problem we show that all 
Bayes estimators are admissible [Subsection 3.2]. If A is a hyperprior on 
the Borel a-field of the topology of weak convergence on .Q, the set of all 
priors on O, and thA.,, is the exchangeable prior on the compound 
parameter 0 obtained by mixing o9" on O" wrt A, then a set compound 
estimator t that is Bayes versus O3A.,, is given by t~(x)=r ..... (x~), where 
o9 .... is the A .... -mixture of og's and A .... is the posterior distribution 
of o9 given (x~ ..... x~_~, x,+t ..... x,,). Our main result: If A has full 
support then a sequence of compound estimators Bayes versus o3A.,, is 
asymptoticall.v optimal [Theorem 3.1]. [By support of a measure, we mean 
the smallest closed set whose complement has measure zero.] Theorem 3.1 
appears in Subsection 3.1 and is proved in Section 4. 
In Section 5 we discuss various extensions of the main result and 
give examples of A. We extend the asymptotic optimality result to the 
more stringent equivariant envelope [Remark 5.1]. We then extend the 
asymptotic optimality and admissibility results to the sequence compound 
and empirical Bayes formulations [Remarks 5.2 and 5.3, respectively]. In
Remark 5.4 we discuss examples of a full support hyperprior and the form 
of our Bayes compound estimator. 
2. THE FAMILY OF GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTIONS 
ON A REAL SEPARABLE HILBERT SPACE 
The only results of this section that will be used in the sequel are 
Theorem2.1 (the basic equivalence dichotomy result about Gaussian 
distributions on a Hilbert space), Theorem 2.2 (an expression for a density 
of Gaussian with mean 0 wrt the Gaussian with mean 0), the definition and 
the property of linearity in the argument of the isonormal map (2.3)-(2.6) 
and Lemma 2.1 (joint measurability of the mixed density). If the reader is 
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familiar with these aspects of Gaussian distributions, he/she may skip the 
discussions in this section. 
Let H be a real separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space with inner 
product (., .) ;  (unless otherwise specified, any reference to a topology of 
H will be to the norm topology;) let ,~(H) denote the Borei cr-field of H. 
Since H is separable, a mapping Xfrom a measurable space into H is ~(H)  
measurable (in that situation X is called an H-valued random element) iff 
(X ,h )  is Borel measurable VheH [Lemma2.3.1, Padgett and Taylor 
(1973)]. 
DEFINITION. X is said to have a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 ~ H 
and covariance operator C if Vh e H 
(x ,  h)  ~ .+( (o ,  h), (Ch, h)). 
We write X ~ G(O, C). 
Remark 2.1 (The Multivariate Normal Distribution). The above defini- 
tion is a straightforward extension of one definition of a multivariate 
normal distribution. Note that the other method of defining a multivariate 
normal distribution by the specification of a Lebesgue density requires the 
covariance operator (matrix) to be positive definite, where as this definition 
encompasses the more general case of an only positive semi-definite 
covariance operator. 
Remark 2.2 (The Finite Dimensional Distributions). Since on a real 
Hiibert space inner product is bilinear, using the definition of a multi- 
variate normal distribution mentioned in Remark 2.1, we get that for any 
finite subset {h~ ..... h,,} of H the random vector ((X, h i )  ..... (X, h,,)) has 
a multivariate normal distribution. Further, by the (polar) representation 
of the product of two numbers in terms of the square of their sum and the 
individual squares, the covariance between (X, h)  and (X, g )  is seen to 
be (Ch, g). 
Remark 2.3 (Compactness of the Covariance Operator). C is a bounded 
linear operator on H. By Theorem VI.4.9 of Parthasarathy (1967), C must 
be self-adjoint, positive semi-definite, and have finite trace (in the sense that 
for an, hence each, orthonormal basis {~b,} of H, Z~ ~- (C~,,, ~b,,) must be 
finite). Recall that the first two properties characterize the covariance 
operator of a multivariate normal distribution and on an Euclidean space, 
every bounded linear operator has finite trace. Since C is self-adjoint and 
positive semi-definite, by Theorem 12.33 of Rudin (1973), it has a square- 
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root which is denoted by C ~/2. Since C has finite trace, C ~/2 can be 
approximated in operator norm by the sequence of operators {Dn}, where 
rz 
D,,(x) = ~ (x, Ck ) C 1/2¢k. 
I 
Clearly, by Bolzano Weierstrass Theorem, the image under D, of every 
bounded sequence has a convergent subsequence, i.e., D,, is compact. Since 
the sequence {D,,} approximate C ~/2, by Theorem II.14.3 of Gohberg and 
Goidberg (1981), C ~/2 is compact. By Theorem 4.18(f) of Rudin (1973) C 
is compact. 
Remark 2.4 (Non-equivalence of Gaussian Distributions). If covariance 
operators (matrices) are onto (have full rank), then any two multivariate 
normal distributions on an Euclidean space are mutually absolutely 
continuous. But the operator C can not be onto. Since C is self-adjoint, he 
kernel of C is the ortho-complement of the range of C [Theorem 12.10, 
Rudin (1973)]. That is, C is onto implies C is one-to-one; in other words, 
C is onto iff C is invertible. Since C is compact and H is infinite dimen- 
sional, C can not be invertible [Theorem XI.6.1, Gohberg and Goldberg 
(1981)]. Naturally, we do not expect that every pair of Gaussian 
distributions on H will be mutually absolutely continuous. 
The following result salvages the situation to the extent possible. 
THEOREM 2.1 [Theorem 16.2, Skorohod (1974)]. G(0, C) and G(0, C) 
are mutually absolutely continuous iff 0 ~ Ho, the range of C 1/2; otherwise 
they are singular. 
So, if we observe X~ G(0, C) and want to infer about 0, the prototype 
problem is to distinguish among the O's in Ho. Since the support of G(0, C) 
is the ortho-complement of the kernel of C (Ito, 1970), without loss of 
generality we assume that C is one-to-one; then H o, with the inner product 
(CI/2x, CJ/2y)o= (x, y),  
is a real separable Hilbert space, with C j/2 a Hilbert space isomorphism 
from H to H o. 
In the sequel p will be our abbreviation for G(0, C). 
Remark 2.5 (The independent eigenfunctions). Since C is self-adjoint, 
compact and one-to-one, there exists an orthonormal basis{en :n/> 1 } of H 
consisting of eigenvectors of C [Theorems III.5.1 and III.6.1(b), Gohberg 
and Goidberg (1981)]. Let {2,,} be the corresponding sequence of 
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eigenvalues which are all positive. Then the p-induced distribution of 
(., e, )/2~,/2 is Jr'(0, 1 ) and for m 4: n, ( -, % ) and ( -, e,, ) are independent 
random variables on (H, ~(H), p). 
For the rest of this section 0 is restricted to Ho. Define s,,.o: Hv--~l by 
s,,.o(X)= ~ (C-U20, ek)(x ,  ek)/2t,/2. (2.1) 
k=l 
Note that for positive integers m < n, by Remark 2.5, 
I (S,.o-S,,,,o)Z dp= ~ (C-U20, ek) 2. (2.2) 
k=m+ I 
Since ~,,~t ( C-l/20, e,,) z is a convergent series (adding up to IIC-'n0ll2), 
{s,,.o} is a Cauchy sequence in L2(p). We denote its limit by (0,.)o.  
Note that if x~H o, then (x, ek)/2~/2= (x, C-U2e,) = (C-1/2x, ek) and 
s,,.o(X) ~ ( C-1/20, C-~/2x) = (0, x )  o. Of course, for x ¢ H o the preceding 
algebra is meaningless. However, by Remark 2.5, s,,.o is the sum of n 
independent, mean 0 random variables and consequently {s,,.o} is a 
p-martingale; since it converges to (0, . )o  in L2(p), it converges to (0, . )o  
p-a.s, as well. Note that 
the p-induced istribution of (0,-)o is ~'(0, II011o); (2.3) 
p((0,-)o (r/,.)o) = (0, q )o; (2.4) 
the map 0~--~ (0, ")o is linear from Ho into L2(p); (2.5) 
for every he l lo ,  (0,.  +h)o=(O, . )o+(O,h)op-a .s .  (2.6) 
The map 0 ~ (0, . )o  is called the isonormal map on Ho [see Dudley (1989, 
p. 350)]. 
The following result is a part of Theorem 16.2 of Skorohod (1974). 
THEOREM 2.2. 
Then 
Let Po = G(0, C) and Po be a density of Po wrt p = Po. 
po=exp(  O, ")o-llOll~/2) p-a.s. (2.7) 
Note that since (0, ")o is the p-a.s, limit of {s,.0}, it (and hence Po) 
inherits the joint measurability (in 0 and x) of S,.o. The following lemma 
gives sufficient conditions for the existence of a jointly measurable version 
of a density of the mixture P~, = S Po do9 wrt p. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let 0 be a bounded subset of H0; let £2 be topologized by 
weak convergence. Then there exists a jointly (in co ~ £2 and x) measurable 
version of a density of P,,, wrt p. 
Proof Let f,,.o(x)=exp(s,,.o(X)-11011~/2) and f,,.,o(x)=Sfn, o(x)dco. 
Since O~--,f,,.o(X) is a bounded continuous function on O for every x and 
every n, the map co~--,f,.,o(x) is continuous for every x and every n. Since 
the map x~--~f,,.,o(x) is clearly measurable, the joint measurability of 
(co, x)~--~f,,.,o(x) follows by Doob's Theorem. 
We show that f, .... converges to p,o = S Po dco (which is clearly a density 
of P,o wrt p) in L2(p) by expanding the square of the L2(p) norm of the 
difference (f, .... -po,),  interchanging the order of p and co integration in 
each of the three terms in the expansion and using (2.3)-(2.5) to calculate 
the p integrals of the resulting quantities. The same calculations how that 
f,,.~ is Lt(p) bounded. By using Fubini's Theorem and applying Jensen's 
inequality for conditional expectation to the exponential function, it can 
be shown that {f, .... } is a p-submartingale. Therefore, f , , .o~p~ p-a.s. 
Defining p,,, arbitrarily on the p-null set where f, .... does not converge to 
P,o, we get a jointly measurable version of a density of P,o wrt p. I 
3. AN ASYMPTOTICALLY OPTIMAL BAYES COMPOUND ESTIMATOR 
We consider the component problem with 0 a compact subset of Ho and 
HoodOO,  Po=G(O, C) and L(a,O)=lla-Ollo. The following lemma 
characterizes a Bayes estimator in our component problem. Throughout 
the remainder of the paper, let 
M = sup{ IlOllo : 0 ~ 0 }. (3.1) 
LEMMA 3.1. In the component problem an estimator t is equal (p-a.s.) to 
z,o iff (t, h)o =So (q, h)o (p,/p,o) dco(q) p-a.s. 
Proof We first show that for any probability measure n on O, 3 a 
unique element v(n) in Ho satisfying 
(v (n) ,h )o=fe  (q,h)odrt(q)  Vh~H o. (3.2) 
Since the map h~--,So (q, h)odrc(rl) is a linear functional on Ho whose 
norm is bounded by M, the assertion of (3.2) follows from the Riesz- 
Frechet Theorem [Theorem 5.5.1, Dudley (1989)]. 
Note that if p,,Ax) is positive, the map O~po(x)/p,o(x) is a density 
(wrt co) of a probability measure o3x on O. By (3.2), it is enough to show 
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that r,o = v(oS)/~-a.s. Now, by Fubini's Theorem, the Bayes risk (versus co) 
of an estimator t is equal to 
fH I f  ° Ilt(x)-OIIod~,.] p,o(x) dl~(x). (3.3) 
Triangulating around v(~b,.) and expanding the norm square of the sum, 
the inner integral in (3.3) is 
l i t (x ) -  v(~.,-)ll o + le II 0(o3.,.)- 011o 2 dO3x, 
which is minimized iff t(x)= v(cb,.), completing the proof. II 
3.1. Bayes versus Mixture of i.i.d. Priors 
Since O is a compact metric space, by Theorem II.6.4 of Parthasarathy 
(1967), 12, topologized by weak convergence, is also a compact metric 
space; let ,~(12) denote the Borel a-field of 12. Let A be a probability 
measure on (12, ~(12)). We take A-mixture of i.i.d, priors on O" (for each 
n) and denote that prior by aS,.,,. [The prior oSA,,, is defined on open 
rectangles by 
caa.,,(BtxB2x--, xB,,)=Ia fi co(B,)dA, 
i=l 
(3.4) 
and then extended to the product a-field. Note that the above integrand is 
measurable; by Theorem II.6.1(d) of Parthasarathy (1967), {co : co(B) > e} 
is open (and hence measurable) for every B open and every e > 0.] 
Let t= (tl ..... t,,), where t~ : H"~--~q¢ is a measurable function, be an 
estimator in the set compound problem. The or-component Bayes risk of t 
versus o3A.,, is 
Disintegrating the joint probability on H" - ~ x 12 determined by (dP'; o- ~ dA ) 
as (dA .... dP,~,., ,), where A .... is the posterior distribution of co given 
(x, ..... x~_l, x~+l ..... x,,) when co~A and given co, x~P'; o, we get 
lhs(3"5)=fn"-' fQ [fo fn IIG-O~['°dP°~dco] dA .... dP,~ ..... . (3.6) 
683/48/1-7 
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Clearly, rhs(3.6) is minimized by t=(x)= z..... (x~), where to .... denotes the 
A~.,-mixture of to's. Since the compound risk is the average of the compo- 
nent risks, a set compound estimator Bayes versus &A.,, is given by [, where 
i~(x,,) = z ..... (x~). (3.7) 
We now state our main result. The proof is given in Section 4. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Asymptotic Optimality of i). If support of A=I2, then i
is asymptotically optimal. 
3.2. Admissibility 
The argument we use to prove admissibility of Bayes compound 
estimators is fairly standard in decision theory: A unique (up to 
equivalence) Bayes rule in a mutually absolutely continuous family is 
admissible (see Theorem 1 in Section 2.3 of Ferguson (1967) for a precise 
statement). 
Let ~ be a prior on the compound parameter 0. O denotes the joint 
distribution 4o Pe on (x, 0). Note that n -I Z~=l O I lt ,-0,l lo 2, the Bayes 
(versus 4) compound risk of an estimator t, is minimal iff O IIt=-O=ll 2 
is minimal for every ct. Now O llt=-0=llo 2 can be written as 
J" Po(j'j" IIt,-O,llodeo, d~,)d~, where ¢, is the conditional distribution 
(under 4) of 05 given the rest of the O's. Since ~ IIt=-O=ll~deo, d~= has a 
unique minimizer by Lemma 3.1, there exists a unique compound estimator 
Bayes versus 4, implying admissibility. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 
We first bound [Proposition 4.1] the absolute modified regret of i at 0 
by the maximum (over the components) of the expected istances (in Ho 
norm) between the ctth component of i and a component estimator Bayes 
versus G,. We then develop a bound (uniform in 0) for Po [Ir,o-z=]lo in 
terms of ilP,o-P, II =S Ip,,,-p,l dp [Proposition 4.2]. (In the sequel, we 
do not refer to the norm on H; thus, the abuse of notation resulting from 
using I1"11 for the total variation norm as well is unambiguous.) Since 
i~(xt ..... x,,)= z ...... (x~), these reduce the question of asymptotic optimality 
of i to the question of uniform (in 8) convergence of V" Po IIe,o - e~ II gt= I ~ , .  . 
to 0. A minor modification of Lemma4.3 of Datta (1991b) reduces it 
further to uniform (in O) convergence of Pe liP .... -ec,_~ll to 0, which is 
the assertion of Theorem 3.1 of Majumdar (1993). 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. For every 0 E 0", 
[D,,(i, 0)[ ~<4M X~/ PoPo" [[z ...... -r~,l[o. 
~t=l  
Proof By definition 
n 
D,,ti, O)=n-' ~ Po(lli,-O,II2o-II'i=-O,IIo), 
~t=l  
where ?'.(x)=rc.(x.). Using the identity Ilallo-IIb[Io = <a+b, a -b)o  to 
rewrite the integrand above and bounding it by Cauchy-Schwartz and 
triangle inequalities in Ho, we get via (3.1), 
n 
ID,,(i,O)l<~4Mn-' Y" Polli=-7=llo. 
Ot=[  
Since i=(x)=r ..... (x=), the proposition follows by dominating the average 
by the maximum. II 
The next three lemmas are used to get a bound on Po I1~,o-~.11o. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (to, X)o=~ (O,x)odto(O). Then 
/ ' l ( to")° '  = J ' (  0, II (q,~)odto(q)dto(~)). (4.1) 
Proof By linearity (2.5) and normality of the p-induced istribution 
(2.3) of the isonormal map, (to,.)o is normally distributed if to is finitely 
supported. Since (0, r/)~--~ (0, q)o is continuous, and bounded on compact 
0 2 , the map taking (to,~) to the L2(p) inner product of (to,')o 
and (~,-)o (which by interchanging the order of integration and using 
(2.4) is seen to be j'J" (O,q)odto(O)d~(q))is continuous. Continuity of 
to~--~ (to,')o in L2(p) follows. Since Q has a dense subset consisting of 
finitely supported measures [Theorem II.6.3, Parthasarathy (1967)], and a 
family of normally distributed random variables is closed under L 2 
convergence, we get that (co,.)o is normally distributed. The expression 
for the mean and the variance can be verified by direct computation using 
Fubini's Theorem. II 
The following lemma (Datta-Singh)is Lemma A.1 of Datta (1988). 
LEMMA (Datta-Singh). 
,z,{ 
For (y, z, Y, Z, L )~ l  5 and z#O<<.L, 
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LEMMA 4.2. Given 6>0,  :l{h, ..... h i}c# ~= {h6H o " Ilhllo~< 1} such 
that 
~(po [l*,o-r21o[<O, >o ~< a][<og,->o> b]) 
~< exp(M 2/2 + a - b) 
x p (0 ,  h~) o pod( to  - + 3M [[P,o - P . [ [  • 
I 
Proof Starting with the definition of p,,,(=Spodo~), recalling the 
expression of Po (2.7), using (3.1) to bound Po below, applying Jensen's 
inequality to the exponential function, and using Po[ (0, • )o <~ a] e-a << 1 
and e<~°">°>/ebE(og,-)o>b], we get 
po[(O,.)o<<.a][(og,.)o>b]<~exp(M2/2+a-b)p,o. (4.2) 
In view of (4.2), we concentrate on P(P,o I1~,,~- v.llo). 
By Lemma 3.1, 
- ( fo  (q'h)°p"dn(q))/P" }" (4.3, 
Applying the Datta-Singh Lemma, with z=p,.,, Y=~o (q, h)o p, dog(q), 
Z=p., Y=So (q,h)op, dn(q), and L=2M,  
P,,, (Io (q,h)op,,dc°(q))/P,o-(Io (q,h)op,,dzt(rl))/P. 
<~ fo (q,h)op,d(a~-rt)(q) +3MIp,,,-p,[. (4.4) 
Since O is compact by assumption and #" is weakly compact by the 
Banach-Alaoglu Theorem, O x ~,, is compact. Since Ho is separable, 
~,,. and hence Ox'/t;,. is metrizable. Since (O,h)~--+(O,h)o is a 
continuous function on O x/¢~,., it is uniformly continuous. That implies 
{h~--*(O,h)o:OeO} is an equi (in 0) uniformly continuous family of 
functions on ~'~,, so that 
f ((O,h)o-(O,h')o)P,, d°9 <~V (O,h)o-(O,h')o <~6, (4.5) P 
0 
if the distance between h and h' (in a metric metrizing $t~,.) is less than 
e=e(6). If weak-balls of radius e around {h~ ..... hi} cover "#", then, by 
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triangulation around appropriate h~, use of (4.5) and domination of 
maximum of I non-negative t rms by their sum, we get 
The lemma follows by combining (4.2)-(4.6). II 
(4.6) 
Let Ilfllq denote the Lq(Ia) norm of a function f in Lq(].I). The following 
proposition bounds P0 IIv,o - v=l lo  (uniformly in 0) in terms of I[P,o - P,I[ = 
S Ip,o-p,I  dp. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let ? > 0 be fixed arbitrarily. Then 3 an integer L 
positive numbers a, c, and 2, and a negative number b such that 
Po lit,o- v,llo~< 5~'+ [exp(M2/2+a-b) ] [ I ( c+ 1)/2 + 3M] lIP,,,- P, II. 
Proof For real numbers a and b, partitioning H into [ (0 , . )o>a] ,  
[ (0 , . )o  ~< a][(og,->o ~< b] and [{0,-)o ~< a] [ ( to , ' )o  > b], using the 
bound [[r,o-r,llo<<.2M on the first two sets and Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality in L2(/a) on the remaining factors, and bounding [IP0[[2 above by 
e M'/2 (see (5.2)), we get 
Po Ilr~o - r~[Io ~< 2MeM2{ (P[ (0, . )o > a] )t/2 + (p[ (to,.)o ~< b] )1/2 } 
+P(Po I1%,- T,IIo [<0,->o ~< a][<o~, .>o> b]). (4.7) 
By (2.3), using the familiar bound on the upper tail of a normal distribu- 
tion and (3.1), we get, for a>0 
p[<0, ->o>a]  ~< (2n) -m Ma i exp(_a,./2M2). (4.8) 
Similarly, using Lemma 4.1, for b < 0 
1~[<og,.>o<<.b]<~(2rt)-'/2M(-b) lexp(-b'-/2M2). (4.9) 
In view of (4.8) and (4.9), the first term in rhs(4.7) can be made 
arbitrarily small by appropriate choice (to be made later) of a and b. To 
treat the second term, we shall use Lemma 4.2 and concentrate on the term 
P IS <0, hi> pod(~o- ~)l in the bound therein. 
Since (O,h)o is the derivative of the function 2~-*e ~<°'h>° at 2=0,  
double application of the mean value theorem gives via (3.1) 
1 2M 2e;M. (0, h)o- -~ (e ;'<°'h>°- 1) ~< (4.10) 
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By (4.10) and the triangle inequality, with a abbreviating o9- n, 
(4.11) 
By iinearity of the isonormal map in the argument (2.6), we get 
It f e;<°'h>°pod(og--rt) =it [p,~(.+ 2h)-p, , ( .+ 2h)l. 
But, by the transformation theorem, 
(4.12) 
It Ip,o(.+ 2h) -p , ( .+  2h)l =it( lp,o-p,I  p;.,,). 
Combining (4.11)-(4.13), we get 
(4.13) 
1 
lhs(4.11)~<22M2e;M+-: [ IIP,,,- P,,I[ + it(lP,o- P,,[ P;.,,) ]. 
A 
(4.14) 
By partitioning H into [P;.h > c] and [P;.h ~< c], and applying Cauchy- 
Schwartz inequality in L2(it), we get 
It(lP,o-P,I p~.,,)<~c IIP,,,-P, II + Ilp,o-p,l]2 {itp~h[p~.,,>c]} w2. (4.15) 
Since the family {P~h "2 E [0, K], h ~ "W} is uniformly It-integrable (it has 
uniformly bounded higher moments) for every K> 0, {itP~h[P;.h > C] } 1/2 
can be made arbitrarily small, uniformly in 2 and h, by choosing c large 
enough. 
Now choose a in (4.8) and b in (4.9) so that, uniformly in 09 and 
O, 2Mem:/2{ (it[ ( O, . )o> a])l/2 + (it[ (o9, . )o <...b ])l/2} < ?. Then choose 6 
small enough so that exp(M2/2 + a-b)6  < ?. Let I correspond to this 3 as 
in Lemma4.2. Now choose 2 small enough so that 22MZe~'m<6/L 
Then choose c large enough so that, uniformly in o9 and rt as well as in 
h e ~/U, (1/2) II P,`, - P,II 2 {itP~h[P;.h >C] } 1/2 ~ 6/1 (possible since by Fubini's 
Theorem and (5.2) [Ip,oll2~<e ta: and hence, by the triangle inequality in 
L2(it), lip,,, -p , l lz  ~< 2em2/2). 
With these choices, by (4.14) and (4.15), 
It If (O,h)oPod(og-rt) <<.23/I+E(c+1)/2] IIe,o-P, II. (4.16) 
The proof of the proposition is completed by (4.7), choice of a and b, use 
of Lemma 4.2 with the above mentioned choice of 6 and substitution of the 
bound from (4.16) in Lemma 4.2. II 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Using Proposition 4.2 in the bound on the 
absolute modified regret obtained in Proposition 4.1, we conclude that the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 will be complete once we can show 
Po liP ..... -Pc ,  l[ ~0,  uniformly in 0. (4.17) 
2=1 
As in the proof of Lemma 4.3 of Datta (1991b), we observe that 
V V Po liP .... -PG..II~ V Pollp,o...-Po._,ll, (4.18) 
OEO n et<~n OEO n - I  
where G,,, is the empirical distribution based on (0~ ..... 02_ , ,  02+, ..... 0,). 
Since G,,- G,,, = n-t(O0-G,,=), where 6o, denotes the unit mass at 0~, we 
get 
IIPc,- P~,.II =la(IPc.-Pc.,I)=n-'~(lPo,-P~.,I)<~2n -'. (4.19) 
By the triangle inequality, (4.18) and (4.19), to prove (4.17) it is enough 
to prove that rhs(4.18) goes to 0. The convergence of rhs(4.18) (with n 
replacing n -1 )  to 0 is the assertion (with some notational changes) 
of Theorem 3.1 of Majumdar (1993); an application of that theorem 
completes the proof of asymptotic optimality of i. II 
5. EXTENSIONS AND EXAMPLES OF /1 
In Remark 5.1 we discuss the invariance of the compound problem under 
the permutation group and extend the asymptotic optimality result to the 
equivariant envelope. In Remarks 5.2 and 5.3 the set compound results are 
extended to the sequence compound and empirical Bayes formulations 
respectively. In Remark 5.4 examples of a full support hyperprior for which 
our Bayes compound estimator has a tractable form are discussed. 
Remark 5.1. It has long been recognized (Hannan and Robbins, 1955) 
that the compound problem is invariant under the group of n! permuta- 
tions of coordinates, and that almost all the compound rules in the 
literature are equivariant under the permutation group. Hence, a more 
appropriate yardstick to judge their performance is the equivariant 
envelope, the minimum compound risk of equivariant rules (see Gilliland 
and Hannan (1986) for a detailed iscussion of equivariance in compound 
decision problems). Mashayekhi (1990) has shown (in his Remark 4) that 
if the component problem involves decision among a compact (in total 
variation norm) class of mutually absolutely continuous probability 
measures, then the excess of the simple envelope over the equivariant 
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envelope goes to zero uniformly in the measures. We extend our asymptotic 
optimality result to the equivariant envelope using this result. 
Recall that the measures {G(0, C):O~ O} are mutually absolutely con- 
tinuous. We now show that for any sequence {G(0,,, C) :n/> 1 } there exists 
a convergent (in total variation norm) subsequence {G(0 .... C):m >/1 }. By 
compactness of O, 3 a subsequence {0,,,} converging to 0 o as m ~ ~.  Note 
that, by the moment inequality, 
IIG(0 .... C ) -  G(0o, C)II 2 ~ l~(Po~-- Poo) z- (5.1) 
For any 0, tie O, we get by the expression for Po (2.7), linearity of the 
isonormal map (2.5), normality of the #-induced istribution of the isonor- 
mal map (2.3) and the formula for the normal moment generating function, 
by (5.2), 
P(PoP,,) = e<°'">°; (5.2) 
rhs(5.1 )= e Im°'J0 - 2e <°'" o0>o + elm00mm0. (5.3) 
By continuity of the exponential function, norm and inner product, 
rhs(5.3) ~ 0 as m ~ ~,  completing the proof of norm compactness of the 
family {G(0, C):O~O}. 
By triangulation the asymptotic optimality for the equivariant envelope 
is established. 
Remark 5.2. An argument similar to the one used in the derivation of 
(3.7) shows that a sequence compound estimator Bayes versus ~A.,, is 
given by t', where 
t'.(x) = z ..... (x~). (5.4) 
To prove its asymptotic optimality under the assumption that the support 
of A is 12 we use the set compound result and a summation by parts 
formula due to Hannan (1957). Note that the admissibility of every Bayes 
compound estimator discussed in Subsection 3.2 encompasses the sequence 
compound case as well. 
For l~<~<n<~,  let 7=.(x.)=za.(x~), i=(71 ...... 7..), and i '=  
(711, ..., 7,,). Now note that 
k k - I  
Po~ IIZG~--0klIo 2= ~ Po, IIr~--0/Io 2-  ~ Po, IIv~,-0jllo 2 
j= l  j= l  
k k- - I  
<~ ~ Po, Ilv~-0jllo 2-  ~ Po, I Iver_,-0/Io 2,
j= l  j=m 
by definition of Gk_ ~ ;
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that is, 
Po, I I z~, -  0kilo 2+ Po,_, II'rc,_, - 0k - i  I1~ 
k k -2  
Y. Po, II,  -0,tto- P,,, o 
/=1  /=1 
k k -2  
j=!  j= l  
by definition of Gk_ 2 ; 
iterating, we get 
That is, 
k k 
Y. po, tt o,-0jl)o  Z po, lto. 
j= l  j= l  
R,,(i',O)<~R,,(i,O) Vn~>l. (5.5) 
It should be noted that (5.5) is essentially inequality (8.8) of Hannan 
(1957). 
By (5.5), following the proof of Proposition 4.1, 
D,,(t',O) <~4Mn-l ~. Po IIt;-7==llo. (5.6) 
~=1 
From (5.4), Proposition 4.2, (4.19), and Theorem 3.1 of Majumdar (1993), 
it follows that 
~/Po  i)t;,- t',,,llo --+ 0 as n --+ ~.  
0 
Using subadditivity of supremum, and the equality of the limit of a 
convergent sequence and its CSsaro limit, we get from the above that 
rhs(5.6)--+0 uniformly in 0. If we can show that VoD,(r ,o)  is non- 
negative, the asymptotic optimality of r will follow by the (uniform in 0) 
convergence of rhs(5.6) to 0. 
We show that V0 D,(t, 0) is nonnegative for every compound estimator 
t. Since J'a, R,(t, O) dm" >~ r(¢o) for every ~, in particular for G,,, we get that 
VoR,,(t,O)>~Vor(G,). The subadditivity of supremum applied to 
R,,(t, O) = r(G,) + D,(t, O) now implies that Vo D,,(t, 0) is nonnegative. 
Remark 5.3. In this remark, we look at the empirical Bayes (Robbins, 
1951, 1956) formulation of our component problem. Consider a Bayes deci- 
sion problem involving {Po : 0~ O} with the prior ~ unknown. Suppose we 
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have i.i.d, pairs (0~, X~) ..... (0,,, X,,) ..... where 01 is distributed as ~0 and 
given 0~, X~ is distributed as Po,. At stage n, a decision t,, = t,,(x) about 0,, 
is taken incurring risk J'j" I[t,,-0,,l[o dPodog". The sequence {t,, :n>~l} is 
called an empirical Bayes rule. An empirical Bayes rule {t,,} is called 
asymptoticalO' opthnal (a.o.) if for each o9 ~ 12, 
f f l i t , ,  ~- " -O,,llodPodo9 --*r(o9) as n~.  
The risk of a stage n rule is a function of the unknown prior co. If the 
risk cannot be uniformly (in 09) improved, the stage n rule is admissible in 
the usual sense. As in the compound formulation, the sequence is 
admissible if the stage n rule is admissible for every n. 
Let A be a hyperprior on .(2. The stage n Bayes risk versus A in the 
empirical Bayes problem is 
which is the nth component Bayes risk versus the prior ~bA.,, on the 
compound parameter O in the set compound problem with n components. 
Hence the Bayes empirical Bayes estimator is i, given by (3.7), with 
replaced by n. The admissibility argument of Subsection 3.2 can be easily 
adapted to prove admissibility of every Bayes empirical Bayes estimator. 
The asymptotic optimality of the Bayes empirical Bayes estimator under 
the assumption that the support of A is 12 follows from Propositions 4.1 
and 4.2 and Theorem 5.1 of Majumdar (1993), as shown below. 
Let r,o., be a component estimator Bayes versus o9 based on x,. Then, 
as in Proposition 4.1, 
]ff lli,,-O,,ll~dPodog"-r(co)[ <~ 4MP:'o llr -~  lo; ..... ..... (5.7) 
by Proposition 4.2, it is enough to show that 
P','o- l IIP,o,.. - e,,,ll --+ 0 as n --* m. (5.8) 
The uniform in co version of (5.8) is the assertion (with n -  I replacing n 
and some notational changes) of Theorem 5.1 of Majumdar (1993). 
Remark 5.4. From (3.7), Lemma 3.1 and the definition of 09 ..... it 
follows by some Fubini argument hat 
S" "'~ (0,, h)o I-I7=~ Po,(Xi) r-IT=~ dog°'-'(Oi) 
( i ,(x), h )o= S '" . [  MT=, po,(X,) l--I','=, dog°'-'(O,) , (5.9) 
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where 090" is the posterior mean of co given 0, and o9°°= J" to dA; for details 
see Section 3 in Chapter 4 of Datta (1988). 
A full support hyperprior A such that the posterior mean too, has a nice 
form facilitates the calculation of our Bayes compound estimator using 
(5.9). Hence the consideration of the Dirichlet (hyper)prior. 
Let ct be a non-null finite Borel measure on O, where O is an arbitrary 
separable metric space. Majumdar (1992) shows (compiling some results 
from Section 4 in Ferguson (1973)) that there exists a probability measure 
~(~) on (..Q, ~(-Q)) (which is called the Dirichlet prior with parameter ct) 
with the following property: For every finite measurable partition 
{BI ..... B,,} of O, the distribution of (to(B1) ..... to(B,,)) under .~(~) is 
Dirichlet with parameters (ct(B~) ..... c~(B,,,)). By the Theorem there, support 
of ~(ct) is .(2 if support of 0t is O. An example of a finite Borel measure ct 
on O with full support is obtained by choosing a countable dense subset 
{~,,:n>~l} of O and selecting ~=~, ,~ l  c,,6~,, where c,,>~OVn and 
Y~,,~-= ~c,,~ (0, oo). By Theorem 1 in Ferguson (1973), 
to°"=(~(O)+n) '(0~+ ~ 6o,), 
i=1 
n~>O. 
When O is a subset of the line, a Monte Carlo method for calculation 
of rhs(5.9) has been given by Kuo (1986). The problem of numerical 
evaluation of our estimator remains and is worth investigating. 
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